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Short version

From the Beukers-Heckman classification of hypergeometric functions

with finite monodromy, there are


5
5
15

particularly interesting

covers of degree


27
28
240

. They all have


genus 0
genus 0
positive genus

.

We compute all twenty-five of them by a novel method. We also
illustrate how the explicit polynomials are useful tools in studying
hypergeometric motives.
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1. The groups Sn+1, W (E6), W (E7), W (E8)

The groups Sn+1 and W (En) inside of On(R) come close to
exhausting all finite irreducible reflection groups G defined over Q.

G Degrees |G | BH
Sn+1 2, 3, . . . , n, n + 1 (n + 1)! 1
W (E6) 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 51840 = 27 34 5 ≈ 8.12! 45-49
W (E7) 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18 2903040 = 210 34 5 7 ≈ 9.90! 58-62
W (E8) 2, 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 24, 30 696729600 = 214 35 52 7 ≈ 12.15! 63-77

A key fact is that the ring of G -invariant functions on Rn is a graded
polynomial ring with degrees as above. This makes Rn/G another
copy of Rn, rather than some more complicated space. As a
consequence,

|G | = (Product of the n degrees).



2. Their universal polynomials

Some familiar facts, as a model for analogous exotica. Every degree
n + 1 extension of a characteristic zero ground field F is of the form
F [y ]/f (y) with

f (y) = yn+1 + a2y
n−1 + a3y

n−2 + · · ·+ any + an+1

for suitable ak ∈ F . Discriminants are given by a universal polynomial
of weighted degree n(n + 1), e.g. −4a32 − 27a23 in the case n = 2.

For a degree n + 1 extension of Q(t) to come from a Belyi map, the
coefficients ak ∈ Q(t) have to make the discriminant have a very
special form. An easy way to do this is to make all coefficients except
an+1 and some aj zero. To ensure that the monodromy group is Sn+1,
one needs gcd(j , n + 1) = 1.



Representative example of a trinomal cover

Take n + 1 = 13 and j = 4. Then

D(y 13 + a9y
4 + a13) = 28318a139 a313 + 1313a1213

has weighted degree n(n + 1) = 156. Setting a9 = 13t2

4
and

a13 = −9t2
4

gives the recognizable Belyi form

D(y 13 +
13t2

4
y 4 − −9t2

4
) =

3241313

214
t35(t − 1).

All trinomial covers with gcd(j , n + 1) = 1 have genus zero, although
one needs to replace the variable y by a coordinate variable x to see
a standard equation. Here the transformation y = 313

2234
x2(x − 1) gives

x9(x − 1)4 − 28318

1313
t = 0

as defining the Belyi cover P1
x → P1

t .



Shioda’s universal polynomials

Shioda has computed universal weighted homogeneous polynomials

E6(a2, b5, c6, d8, e9, f12; y) = y 27 + 12a2y
25 + · · ·

E7(a2, b6, c8, d10, e12, f14, g18; y) = y 56 − 8a2y
54 + · · ·

E8(a2, b8, c12, d14, e18, f20, g24, h30; y) = y 240 + 60a2y
238 + · · ·

E6 has 199 terms and E7 has 1784 terms.

The discriminants of E6, E7, and E8 consist of an “essential factor”
of respective weights 72, 126, and 240, raised to a high power, times
“junk”. The essential factor in the case of E6 is

C6(a, b, c , d , e, f ) = 212a7b6c2d2 + (669 more terms).

To get Belyi maps, one needs to make the essential factor have the
form constant t∗ (t − 1)∗ extra2.



3. The case W (E6) ⊂ S27

BH46, BH48, and BH49 are analogs of trinomials:

BH a2 b5 c6 d8 e9 f12
•45 −3/(2t2) −27/(4t3) 2/t3 −3/(4t4)

46 9t2 135t5/4
•47 −1/(3t2) 8/(27t2) 2/(27t3)

48 −1/(12t) −1/(27t)
49 −4t 80t2/27

BH47 is the analog of a quadrinomial. It was found by using

C6(0, 0, 0, dt2, et2, ft3) =

−t16
(
212(4d3 + 27f 2)3t2 + 27310e4f (4d3 − 9f 2)t + 315

)
and making 4d3 + 27f 2 vanish. There are many other choices of
non-trinomial specializations that give more Belyi maps.



Standard polynomials

The complicated equations implicit on the previous slide give genus
zero curves with rational points. Parametrizing them gives standard
forms tA(x) + B(x) = 0:

BH A(x) B(x)

45 24x3 (x2 − 3)
12 −39(x − 2)(x − 1)8 (x2 − 2x − 1)

8

46 55(x − 1)3 (2x2 + 2x − 1)
12 −21039x5(2x − 1)2 (x2 + x − 1)

5

47 (x3 + 6x2 − 8)
9 −24312(x − 2)x6(x + 1)4(x + 4)4

48 218 (x3 + 9x2 + 6x + 1)
9 −315x(2x + 1)8 (x2 − 2x − 1)

8

49 2255 (x3 − 3x2 + 1)
9 −315(x − 1)2x5 (x2 − x − 1)

5

In all cases, λ∞ has three parts, λ1 = 26 115, and λ0 has five parts.
E.g. for BH45, (λ∞, λ1, λ0) = (122 3, 26 115, 83 2 1). For the non-BH
Belyi maps, λ1 and the genus can be quite general.



4. The case W (E7) ⊂ S28 × C2 ⊂ S56

In this case, all five BH covers are trinomial:

BH a2 b6 c8 d10 e12 f14 g18
58 3/(2t) −3456/t8

59 432t −34560t2

60 81/t4 189/t5

61 −189/(16t) 243/(16t)
62 21t2 45t3

Again there are many other Belyi specializations with Galois group
W (E7). There are also many cases with Galois group
G2(2) ⊂ W (E7), like the specialization

(0,−27t2,−81t2, 243t3, 243t3,−729t4, 729t5)

obtained from working backwards from an old cover of Malle-Matzat.



Standard polynomials

Again, all five BH covers are genus zero with rational points, and so
have the standard form tA(x) + B(x) = 0:

BH A(x) B(x)

58 −218 (x3 + 3x2 − 3)
9

36x3(3x + 4) (x2 + 6x + 6)
12

59 55(x − 1) (x3 + 9x2 + 15x − 1)
9

214312x3 (x2 + 7x + 1)
5

60 77 (8x3 + 36x2 + 12x + 1)
9

214315x7 (x3 − 20x2 − 9x − 1)
7

61 21839 (x3 − 7x + 7)
7

77(x − 1)(x + 3)3 (x2 − 3)
12

62 3355(x + 1)7 (x3 − x2 − 9x + 1)
7

21477x3 (x2 + 3x + 1)
5

Here (λ∞, λ1, λ∞) takes the form

(four parts, 26 116, four parts).

Again for non-BH specializations, λ1 and the genus can be quite
general.



5. The case W (E8) ⊂ C2.S120 ⊂ S240

For W (E8), seven of the fifteen covers BH63-BH77 are trinomial.
The others, marked with •, were found as the non-trinomial W (E6)
covers were, although computations were harder here.

a2 b8 c12 d14 e18 f20; g24 h30
63 −52 33520t

•64 −28510t5 21032510t6 22233520t13

65 −22335674t5 −21139520715t19

•66 −3752t6 −23953t9 2632455t23

•67 −23527t 22351379t10 −241520715t17

68 −312510t6 3245207t13

•69 −2536510t5 −2838510t6 28312520t10 −218315520t13

•70 −3556t5 312518t15 −24315520t19

71 −22352t 216319510t11

•72 −263356t 2133658t2 −21839510t3

73 −21258t2 2165107t3

74 22312510t8 −22315510t9

•75 −311t4 −3125t5 2315t6

76 −2638t4 283127t7

•77 210312t8 −210315t9 −212318t11

The Beukers-Heckman order groups together covers that have the
same local monodromy at infinity. For 63-70, 71-74, and 75-77, local
monodromy has order 30, 20, and 24 respectively.



A sample polynomial

To get degree 240 polynomials with Galois group W (E8), one has
insert the specializations on the previous side into Shioda’s universal
polynomial [Shi, Section 8, variables renamed by their weights,
p3 = a2, etc., via the table on page 704].

At t = 1, all Galois groups drop to W (E7) except for BH77 which
drops further to S8. As an example, the W (E7)/{±1} field for BH67
at 1 has defining polynomial

x28 − 6x27 + 12x26 − 38x25 + 225x24 − 480x23 − 90x22 + 1350x21

−2010x20 + 5380x19 − 9090x18 + 9420x17 − 60865x16 + 204840x15

−383520x14 + 643180x13 − 582570x12 − 1085160x11 + 4165640x10

−6127200x9 + 5719500x8 − 3672000x7 + 1618200x6 − 379200x5

−76000x4 + 118800x3 − 55200x2 + 12800x − 1200.

The field discriminant is 242328530, reflecting slight wild ramification
at all three primes. For more on BH67, see [RV].



Some non-BH maps

In the process of looking for BH Belyi maps, we found ten non-BH
Belyi maps with monodromy group W (E8) and also ten Belyi maps
with monodromy groups the index two subgroup W (E8)+. Five of
the latter are:

a2 b8 c12 d14 e18 f20 g24 h30
•A 5t2/2 9t2/4 3t3/4
•B −300t 2855t3 21155t4

•C 12t4 20t5 16t6

•D −675t 3855t3 233955t4

•E 24 233374t −243877t2

For the BH’s, the partition at 1 is 2561128 (class 2F). However for
A-C it is 288164 (class 2B) and for D and E it is 356172 (class 3A).



6. Coordination with HGMs: good primes

We will just hint at general connections by looking at one example.
The hypergeometric indices for BH77 are

α’s:
1

24

5

24

7

24

11

24

13

24

17

24

19

24

23

24

β’s: 0
1

9

2

9

4

9

1

2

5

9

7

9

8

9

The indices intertwine on the circle R/Z, which is why monodromy is
finite.

Denominators only involve 2 and 3, so the family has bad reduction
at 2 and 3 only.

One can specialize at any t ∈ Q×. In the example, we’ll take t = −1.
With cyclotomic indexing, our motive is H([24], [9, 2, 1],−1).



Information on Frobenius elements

The set W (E8)\ of conjugacy classes of W (E8) contains 112
elements. For each p 6= 2, 3 there is a Frobenius class Frp ∈ W (E8)\.
One can see these classes near-completely in two different ways:

108 signed partitions of 120. The degrees of the irreducible factors of
f77(−1, x) in Qp[x ] give a partition λp of 120. For each factor f (x)
of degree m write m if f (x2) is irreducible and m if it factors into two

irreducible factors of degree m, to get e.g. 812 4
3

25 1 1

106 octic characteristic polynomials. Using the hypergeometric
motive package [Wat] in Magma, one can compute the characteristic
polynomial

fp(x) = det(1− Frpx |H([24],[9,2,1],−1)).

It factors into cyclotomic polynomials, and we abbreviate e.g.
Φ8(x)Φ2

2(x)Φ2
1(x) = (x4 + 1)(x + 1)2(x − 1)2 by [8, 2, 2, 1, 1].



Coordination illustrated by H([24], [9, 2, 1],−1)

Indices for octic
Signed partition characteristic order

p λp of 120 polynomial fp(x) of Frp

5 7
17

1 [14, 2, 1] 14
7 618 3 3 22 1 1 [6, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1] 6

11 30 153 102 6 53 3 1 [5, 3, 2, 1] 30
13 617 34 3 2 1 [6, 3, 3, 2, 1] 6

17 126 46 34 2
6

[4, 4, 3, 1, 1] 12

19 30 15
3

102 6 5
3

3 1 [10, 6, 2, 1] 30

23 15
5

5
7

3
3

1 [10, 6, 2, 2] 30

29 128 6 6
2

3 2 1 [12, 3, 2, 1] 12

31 812 4
3

25 1 1 [8, 2, 2, 1, 1] 8
37 30 153 102 6 53 3 1 [5, 3, 2, 1] 30

Only 112 pairs (λp, fp(x)) can appear.



7. Applications to HGMs: bad primes

In general, one can very quickly analyze bad reduction of large degree
polynomials using the Magma package associated to [GMN] as a key
tool.

For example, in less than a second one gets that f77(−1, x) has the
following factorization partitions over Q2 and Q3, with all inertial
degrees f = 1 and discriminant exponents given as subscripts:

Over Q2: 96350 1656 816

Over Q3: 1831 1831 1831 1831 1831 915 915 69 33 21 1

In about one second, one gets the analogous decomposition for
f77(−1, x2).

These analyses are the starting points for rigorous computations of
bad factors, which are stated and also confirmed numerically on the
next slides.



The L-function of our Artin motive

In general, one needs to input information at bad primes in order to
get Magma to numerically confirm that the hypergeometric
L-function has the expected analytic properties. In our case:

H := HypergeometricData([24],[9,2,1]);

L := LSeries(H,-1:Identify:=false,Precision:=3,

BadPrimes:=[<2,33,1>,<3,12,1-x>] )

CFENew(L)

0.000 (after an overnight run)

The difficulty is not only the large conductor

233312 = 4, 565, 043, 429, 507, 072.

It’s also that the hypergeometric package is computing on a
four-dimensional variety instead of a zero-dimensional one.



L-functions of related non-Artin motives . . .

In general, wild ramification has very strong stability properties that
let one transfer information from one motive to another. Recall our
motive has indices(

1

24

5

24

7

24

11

24

13

24

17

24

19

24

23

24
, 0

1

9

2

9

4

9

1

2

5

9

7

9

8

9

)
= ([24], [9, 2, 1]) .

Taking the 2-parts and 3-parts respectively give(
1

8

1

8

3

8

3

8

5

8

5

8

7

8

7

8
, 0000000

1

2

)
= ([8, 8], [2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]) ,(

1

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3
, 00

1

9

2

9

4

9

5

9

7

9

8

9

)
= ([3, 3, 3, 3], [9, 1, 1]) .

Hodge vectors (hw ,0, . . . , h0,w ) are no longer the Artin vector (8), but
have now become (1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1). So these
motives intrinsically come from six- and five-dimensional varieties
respectively.



. . . and some numerical confirmation

In each case we have removed some p-adic ramification at the
expense off adding some archimedean ramification (spread Hodge
numbers). Calculate as before, with

([8, 8], [2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]) having [< 2, 33, 1 >]

([3, 3, 3, 3], [9, 1, 1]) having [< 3, 12, 1− 9 ∗ x >].

Note that we are using the same conductor exponents, 33 and 12, as
for the Artin motive.

Now our confirmations from CFENew are

Conductor 233 case: 0.000 in twenty minutes,

0.000000 in eight hours.

Conductor 312 case: 0.000000000000000 in three minutes.
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